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Dawn and Autumn are young adults out on their own and making their own decisions, but can they

be sure they are the right ones? Growing up with an addict for a father their source of strength came

from their mother, however all that has changed now. Their dad is sober with a new family, while

they watch their mother spiraling out of control. Meanwhile, they both are in relationships where the

risks are high. Dawn is with a controlling, NBA bound, alpha male; is she making the right decision

to stay with him after she ends up in the hospital for not bending to his will? Autumn is in a

relationship with a loving man of a different race; can she trust he is sincere, or will she allow fear

and prejudice to rule her life and drag her sister along with her? Get ready to face some emotional

times with Dawn and Autumn as they seek balance with their familyâ€”where the drama never stops,

in their relationships, and in their souls. Just maybe Finding Him will mend the broken pieces of their

past. Book 3 of 5
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Dawn and Autumn were raised by there mother when dad was busy being occupied by substance



abuse. Obviously this affected there growing up and becoming women and the roads they took in

life. Their dad turned his life around by the grace of God and moved on from the for benefits only

relationship with there mother. There mother couldn't accept that and tried her best to ruin his new

life. The effects of growing up shows up in there romantic relationships and how to commemorate a

new baby sister, step-mother and budding romances. Dawn the younger of the two twins is in love

with her college basketball sweetheart who her sister feels is physically and mentally abusing her.

Autumn who loves her mother dearly and is having a hard time loving her dad's new role chose to

get into a relationship with a man from old money and a large white family. Trying to inter-relate all

of this into her new family and control her sister is a story of high drama. Great story line, fast pace

and plenty of suspense. Great follow-up in this triology of love and redemption.

Author Genevieve Woods has done it again. I have read the series and like the first two books I

couldn't put Dawn and Autumn down. There are serious topics tackled in this book from medical

crisises, domestic violence, insecurities and issues from the past affecting the present and the

future. I love how the author uses scripture references that not only relevant for her characters but

to our lives as well. Her characters are relatable not over the top. They are real people who deal

with real issues, ones that we don't always want to talk openly about. I feel bad for Autumn because

it seems like she can't let go of the past and it may destroy her future. And her mother Shayla takes

a women scorned to next level. I hope Camille and Karen can resolve their issues. And last but not

least I hope Dawn and Wilson can overcome everything they are dealing with with. Author Woods

please don't take too long with the next book. In addition to buying the book for my collection, I

received and ARC for my honest review.

FANTASTIC READ! This book was filled with intense drama and unpredictable twists and turns.

When I expected things to go left...they went right but I LOVED it. Dawn & Autumn were something

else but what I enjoyed most was their strength of character. Autumn was not hearing or having

what Wilson was handing out. Yet, she still had to check herself in how she handled certain

situations because Dawn wasn't about to let Autumn run her life. Forgiveness is a strong theme in

this book not so sure at that age I would have been so forgiving and the parts dealing with Lupus hit

very close to home. I can't emphasize enough how much I enjoyed reading Dawn & Autumn's story

and can't wait to find out how everything is going to play out!

I'm an ARC reader but I would and did purchase this book, kindle and hard copy. The twins, Dawn &



Autumn, were so relatable, and I most liked how Autumn could see the faults of others but not

herself. That's so true for us today. We talk about what she did, what he doing but fail to realize or

acknowledge we were or are guilty of the same thing. Another valuable lesson she showed us is

that if we're not prayerful, the same struggles that bind our parents can be present in our lives. But if

we trust God, he can and will lead us into our purpose and not someone else's will for our lives.

Many times we try to do what others want us to do instead of trusting God to direct our paths and

give us the desires of our heart. Wilson knew what he wanted, recognized his short comings and

sought help. If we surrender to Jesus, those habits we couldn't break, the thoughts we can not

remove from our minds, He will make us more than conquerors. Keep writing and blessing us

Genevieve!

This is the first time I read a book by this author and I really enjoyed it. There was a little drama, a

little suspense but a lot of love. The love that the men had for their women is what most women

want and need. Love like Christ loved the church. It was hard to see how a woman could actually

stand by her man, as Shaylah did, only to see her man run off into the sunset and live happily ever

after with his mistress. It would have been justifiable if his marriage went through something for

leaving the woman who truly loved him. I hope to see her find her Boaz and make him realize the

prize he left. I look forward to reading other books by Ms. Woods.

Well, the girls are just spell bounding. The sisters have always been there for each other but one

sister was determined to live her life and she and boyfriend saw fit. The other sister has always

considered her sister when making a decision that would remove her from the other half of her

heart. Their mama is really off the rocker. She feels betrayed and alone. She will do anything it

takes to feel the love she gels she is owed. The father is finally becoming the man the GOD has

wants and his life is one crisis after another. Will they all learn to co- exist or will their stubbornness

tear them apart? Beautifully written and anxiously awaiting next installment.

I read the 2 other books in this series, which were great. However, this 3rd book was wonderful and

touched on many issues that are faced in relationships. It now appears I've found another great

author to follow!

Autumn was very controlling and I would be surprised if she marry Brock. Shauna was sick in her

head over Frankie moving on. I LOVE Dawn & Wilson story and Karen and Frankie relationship



.poor lil Nikki.Over all I love the story. You done wonderful work again.
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